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Gentle reader.
Even now as you read this (don't look up) the world as you know
it is melting. dissolving away. You are now, as ofafew moments
ago (don't look up), time tripping. The icky social turmoils ofthe
present day are being replaced by those of an earlier time. You
are a bit younger than ,ou were only a few moments ago.
The year: 1981. The time: the month of November, first or
second week or so. The place: here on the campus of Wright
tate University.
There• a chill in the air though the winter weather is not yet
altogether har h. Fall Quarter finals are up around the bend and
mid-terms are still a miserable memory. And so the time eems
ju t right, •ou think, for a little mental relaxation as you pause
between cla e .
Now it just so happens that you ar n't heavily into drugs and
the id a of hiking aero campu to get chnockered in the R~th
eem, for the moment more trouble than it's worth. You're
tymied
What to do? What to do?
Andthenitstrikesyou. Yes! That'sitl You'llgopickupacopy
of Nexus. WSU's own student literary magazine, and read,
expo ing yourself to the wonders of lit-ru-ture.
But hold! What's this? Does your crestfallen demeanor
deceive itself or can it be... can it be that there is no Fall Quarter
Nexus to be found? Is life then meaningless, rendered existential
in its utter hopelessness? Is a bear Catholic and does the
Pope ... ?
Regardless. the ugly truth of the matter is that you do not see a
Nexus. But then, because you are well-informed, you stand,
chest swelled with a fierce righteousness, scowl blazing, to shout,
"J'accuse! Nexus is a quarterly magazine!"
-Skipping b~ck to the pre ent-Well, you were right. But rather than trouble you with excuses
(I got a million of 'em). suffice it to ay that this right here is the

Editor Mike Hosier
Associate Editor Sharon Malone
Faculty Advisor Dr. Charles Taylor
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Fall Quarter issue of Nexus. The Winter Quarter issue should be
distributed the eighth or ninth week of the (this) quarter, and
given fair weather and the benevolence of the fates there might
even two issues during the Spring Quarter instead of one.
In the meantime Nexus encourage c ntributions of short
fiction, poetry, photographs, and works of a11. All submissions
hould include a elf-addres ed tamped envelope, or an Allyn
Hall mailbox number. and can be dropped off by the Nexus office
(room 066 University Center, next to the Rathskellar) between the
hours of 11 am and noon Mondays and Wednesdays, and from
noon to 1 pm Tue days and Thursdays. Submissions may also be
dropped in the Nexus mailbox in the office of the Inter-Club
Council (room 042 University Center). All Wright State tudents,
faculty, and staff---as well as anybody not affiliated with the
Univer ity---are encouraged to contribute.
Deadline for
submissions to the Winter Quarter issue will be February 10.
Anywa s. this is the Nexus. Hope you enjoy reading it.

Mike Hosier
Nexus Editor

The Best Wines
Are Never Consumed
my father's letters
my father's letters will not be published
but mine will.
son eclipsing father, this eclipsing
eclipsing the desire to love the mother moon.
father's style does not change
but decays and stiffens,
stiffens and decays.
some people tore his letters up,
sent them back in self addressed shreds.
to my mother, father's writing in the upstairs study
was something that made the first floor chandelier quiver
and tinkle, sometimes as much as rattle and sway-the termite inspector remembers our house as the one
with the most books in it--the most in his way.
i read the letter father wrote when he was thirty
and i was three--we were christ dying that year.
we will never again be so alive to each other.

Jonathon Levant
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He wa roaring eighty five miles an hour, too slow, in a rented Mustang. The hock absorbers weren't
ab. orbing and the car lung•· 11 ,;~ ;tnd down in the fast lane of 1-75 North, looking much like a h::dropl:rne in
distress. Sweat taped his huge back to the tiny red vinyl seat, and his thin black hair, so perfectly sculpted
for this special reunion, was scuffled by the inner roof. He was grinning at his briefcase. Normally it was
stuffed with folders full of people: the passive-aggressives, the compulsives, overeaters who starve all week
and gorge all weekend. And Mrs. Adams, his prize hebephrenic. On a good day she was twelve. On a bad
one she was six or seven, gross from gin and speed, and hostile, with facial gestures he dreamed of
punching. She occasionally peed the chair. But now he could grin. Goodbye, Mrs. Adams, you have two
weeks to piss in all the fine restaurants without scorn from your loving shrink. You're not wetting my
briefcase today, you spoiled old bitch.
Instead it was a pleasure pack: a rare bottle of Chateau Lafitte, a roll of Wintergreen Friendly Mints. a
cassette of Mystic Moods For Lovers, and as requested, his old football jersey and a French tickler like they
had used prom night, one with the little clown head. Two weeks vacation for one hour of the past. He
tromped the accelerator, racing toward his ultimate fantasy.
The briefcase was as vital as a backpack ascending Mt. Everest. It was his best friend on this journey,
''aren't you?'' he asked it. Can I still overwhelm her, pal? Do you think she'll mind these ten ...twenty extra
pounds? He would have asked more questions were it not for the horn blast and laughing faces of two older
ladies in a passing Corvette. Twenty pounds, fifteen years. lfhe had it to do all over again, he would have
done more sit-ups. Fifteen years. They had been rare steaks in the McDonalds of Midwest high schools.
Fifteen years of fantasizing, of sexual innuendos carefully disguised as Christmas cards. He knew why she
sent one with the little blonde elf riding a reindeer. Fifteen years later they were hungry for another
"lunch." He sped past a flagman and flashing lights, "no safety inspection is going to stop us, pal."
Fifteen years for one hour, the high cost of not keeping in touch.

#
She had to slow down, her Torino wagon was eleven years old and shimmied if she passed fifty. Whenever
the t mperature light flashed, it meant she had five minutes to drive before pulling over. Steam poured from
the hood as she maneuvered into the slow lane ofl-75 South. She worried the humidity would frizz her hair.
The groceries in the back had spilled into the sunlight, but there was no reason to care. She had carefully
purchased no cold foods, no popsicles for the twins to lay on the stereo, no beer for her husband to belch
during Wide World of Sports. Would they be suspicious of her groceries? She caught herself almost guilt
ridden over not having to scrub sticky fingerprints, for not contributing to his flabby gut. No, these groceries
would have to satisfy them because her own satisfaction was the important issue for the first time in years.
And why should he be suspicious? He didn't even ask why she was taking her old cheerlead_er's uniform to
the dry cleaners. She didn't care today whether they were satisfied, her only concern was to frolic once again
with her favorite clown.
Fifteen years of fingers raw from Gentle Fels. The groceries in the rear-view mirror displayed all the
artifacts of her domestic existence: scouring pads, floor wax, toilet cleaner. She wished that she could just
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drop them off at the Museum of Housewives and say "Here, take these, I don't need them anymore. they
fired me!'' Maybe then her hands could heal and she could quit yearning about the dream vacation behind
door nu1'1ber three. The groceries faded in the mirror as she noticed her mascara smudged from the 11cat .
Would he stare at her crow's feet? Would he mind her short, motherly haircut? Or worse, would he be like
her hu~band: hurry up and get it over with. No, not this one. He was the homecoming prince, the hairy
che ted football hero. He didn't just watch it on television, he played it. He didn't just watch life, he lived it.
He was the romancer, he could send a Christmas card about "joyous warmth and comfort" and know for
sure that she would tingle from its real meaning. This one hour would be worth years of comfort, not like her
husband's three minutes of eternal boredom. TEMPERATURE flashed, but she wouldn't stop -- she was t?o
hot to worry about overheating.

#
He was leaving the motel office when he saw the trail of steam divert onto the exit ramp. By the time he
opened the door to room fifteen, his ears were met by the piercing, ringing engine that razored up his "f- ill~.
''Is that you?'' He stared at her hair, frizzled by now, and at her eyes. The same turquoise eyes, yes, but 1
with fine cracks at the edges and a large blotch of mascara below the left one. She was holding a pad;ag?
from Ultra Cleaners.
''ls that you?'' She looked at his belly, then politely moved up to his eyes. Still big, blue, sincere eyes. ''I
guess it's really us!"
"I guess so."
"Well?"
"Well."
For a second their eyes darted between details, then suddenly he shouted, ''This is great I'' He grabbed
her. her head buried in his massive chest. They stood locked in the steel of a fifteen year clock ·.•:~:~Ji
suddenly stopped ticking. This is wonderful, she thought, as he gently led her into room fifteen.
l'hcy !>ettled unintentionally in a client-therapist pose; he sat in the chair while she slouched on the edge uf
th~ btd.
"H0w have you been?"
"Olde dokie," she answered, "how about you?"
· 'Good, real good.'' He fumbled with the wine bottle while she wiped her face with a motel napkin. When
she noticed the smeared mascara, she said, "Oh poopie, I'll be right back," and started for the bath;:-oom.
"No, wait," he said. "Don't put it on yet, I want to . . . "
"Oh, I'm just going to . . . "
"Oh, I . . . . "
"Oh."
"Well," he said, "I guess I'm pretty nervous. Let's just relax a minute."
"Okie dokie, but I can't take too long, kids you know, I just hate it."
"You just love it, you know you were always family-oriented."
"And you, you big devil, you were always fantasy-oriented."
"Yeah, I guess I still aml" He winked, looking around room fifteen. "How's the husband?"
"He'll have to do, he's guarenteed for life!"
They giggled, he smiled and held up the wine bottle. "Chateau LaFitte Rothschild , 1966 .... just for
you." He began removing the cork.
·'It looks expensive."
"Seventy bucks. Fine wine for fine memories."
"Seventy dollars! My God! Just for me? Oh, you shouldn't have, l mean, we didn't have to have the
"No, not the best. The best wines are never consumed."
''That doesn't make sense."
"Sure it does," he handed her a glass. "Some are so precious they're never 'lpened."
She stared at the bottle, dumfounded.
"Well, I guess if they're never opened they would spoil anyway. I'm not really very wine-conscious.
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mean, I'm sure it's good, but seventy dollars? I could've had a new radiator!"
He ignored her reply. "I have a toast. To the past and the present, may the bridge between them be
They touched glasses.
He took a small taste with his eyes closed,
forever strong."
"MMMMmmmmmmmm." She took a sip and smiled.
"It's wonderful. I'm sure glad it's the kind you're allowed to drink."
Their eyes fixed upon the bottl , its rich, browni h-red tone, like stained glass, was trangely hypnotic.
Suddenly he felt cold, uncomfortable with silence.
"So," she said, "how's Mamie?"
"Oh, uh, she's uh, well, she's not guarenteed for life, that's for sure! She's a more serious person than I,
she's uh, well, too serious. She's reality-oriented."
She cringed at his comment, almost like Mrs. Adams, her face twisted.
"You seem very oriented-oriented," she snapped.
"Oh, sorry, it's a professional hazard. Well, uh," he downed his remaining wine. She tried to do the
same, but it gurgled out the side of her mouth.
"Oh POOPIE!" she cried, as it spotted onto her blouse, "poop poop poop! I sure hope 'Dumplins' doesn't
see this."
" 'Dumplins'?'' He remembered with slight distaste her constant 'poopies' but 'Dumplins' was new.
"Oh yes, I should say Frank. I call him 'Dumplins' because he just loves them, he eats so many his
stomach looks like," she caught herself looking at his belly.
"Oh, yeah, I've gained a few."
"I forgive you. Do you forgive me? I know you weren't expecting short red hair."
"It's quite all right. I'll just pretend you're wearing a swim cap."
"Oh you big meanie, you haven't changed a bit."
"Let's face it, gravity gets to all of us. We all age sixty seconds a minute, right? Everything ages the
same. right?"
She smiled and answered, "No, not everything. Memories never age."
"Nor fantasies," he agreed. "So? Sol So we aged but they didn't. Can you still handle it'!"
"I sure can!" She leaped into his arms. "Oh, you, you, I've dreamed about you, memories, no, they
never age." She had crossed the wobbly bridge between conversation and kisses. and instead of the
awkward tug-o-war, like two dogs fighting over a bone, they were now two puppies romping in the
springtime. Too anxious to maintain a kiss, she jumped up and rushed into the bathroom with her bag . He
refilled the wine glasses and set up the cassette player with •'Mystic Moods'' even though he was humming
"Da Doo Run Run."
"Did you bring yours?" Although she was thinking of his footballiersey, he thought of the clown tickler
and answered "yes."
"Are you going to do it?" She giggled, remembering by heart the X-rated cheer they had devised.
"Yes," she answered, although he was referring to a different fantasy.
Fifteen years melted into a few hot seconds as she pounced from the doorway in her class of '66 Lionette
uniform.
"EMM EEE AYY, DEE OHHH DUBBAYOOOO, DEE AYY ELLLL EEEEEEEEEEEE!
WE ARE THE LIONETTES, WE ARE THE VERY BEST,
THERE IS NOTHING WE WON'T DO, HOWZABOUT A FEELY POOOOO?"
When the echo faded from the bathroom behind her, she was stooped over touching the floor, her gold
pleated skirt tossed up to expose her bare flesh. She started to grin at him through her legs, but what she
saw was not the same. The jersey was slouched over different shoulders, the red trim now invisible. The
silhouette was that of "Dumplins."
He froze. His eyes focused on her thighs and the waffle like patches of flesh he hadn't expected. She
jerked upright, her fists clenched.
"What's wrong?" Her eyes widened with fear as he hung his head low. His stomach tightened in horror,
as if he had just reached into his closet for his favorite old tennies and pulled back two severed feet. His brain
pumped against his skull for an answer.
"1 don't know." Her face reddened, her lips were twisted, distorted. He looked up to see the same
grimace on her that he saw on Mrs. Adams whenever he forced her back to reality.
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"Did we ruin it?" she asked.
"I don't know. What do you think?"
Their eyes glued in silence.
"Oh poopie. Poopie, poopie, poopiel"
"ls that all you can say is 'poopie'? For crissake, we are dults now, you could at least say shit!"
She jerked away, doubling over as if sick, her head toward the comer, bobbing up and down, trying hard to
restrain the helpless, squeaky sounds pouring from her throat.
"Oh my God, I'm sorry, I'm so sorry, I didn't mean, I. ..." Hemovedclo er to con ,ole her, but his words
made her jerk even faster. "Oh, please don't cry, please. . . . "
She turned around, her eyes glazed and wet, glimmering blue and red.
"Oh shit, Ithink I'm gonna .... " She grabbed her stomach and doubled over again, he rushed to grab
the trash can. "Oh, I'm gonna, I'm gonna ...." she looked up again to see the tiny wicker trash basket in
front of the huge red jersey, "Oh no, ohhh 000000000, I'm gonna peeeeeeeel" She fell onto the bed,
giggling.
"You're laughing? You're laughing! What's so funny?"
She took a big breath, "We are, we adults, look at usl•"
He stared down at his jersey, unable to see his feet, then toward the uniformed figure cackling on the bed.
He jumped in with her. They were fast cement, drying tightly against each other. They were Jello, jiggling
in relentless laughter. They were complete, having fmally met each other again, timeless; no past or future.
Their stomachs tortured from giggling, they had crossed the bridge between then and now. Their eyes
connected. In the few exhausted breaths they had left, they agreed to a more practical, mature solution.
"Let's try 'Teacher's Lounge.' "

Mike Samuelson

3Stages
I: Karla

elegant sprawl backstage
you stretch slender
limbs and await the

Il: Holly

curtain shiny strands
of hair sweep pink
satin shoes back arching

tan and too
good looking captain
of every

Ill: Kandy

eyes echoing the
curtain call of
womanhood come too quickly

cheerleader past or
present Brett's girl
your blue eyes

crossroads for a
cowgirl ballerina
boots or satin

miss touchdowns blocked
by universal questions
believing there is

slippers both are
your destiny
darkhorse dancer

more than bouncing
up and
down

blonde braids
wound tight then
in the sun

for everyone and
no one
who matters anyway

Aging
I know you
like the grain in the headboard
worn smooth over the years

asks then invents
your own answer
ballet boots

familiar in its fading pattern,
compelling as the smell
of fresh cut wood.

Chris Kirker

Donna Dorsey Fox
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o

stetson stays in
spite of
silk your smile
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ARambler's Life
I'd like to write the greatest novel,
Or commit the perfect crime,
Maybe sing the saddest song in the world,
But I can't seem to find the time.

Just Another Fallout

I've been busY, chasin' rainbows,
And walkin' in springtime rain.
I walk the way the wind blows,
And I'm a fool for a southbound train.

June 12, 2011

I've tried to take it easy,
Not to push my luck too much,
But I sure do like good whiskey,
And I need a woman's touch.

TO: Congressman Robert Herzog
Chairman of the Rebal Actions Investigation Committee
FROM: Director Glen Beldon
rPnter for the Prediction of Individual and Populous Behavior Division/Central Intelligence
Agency

Some folks are out for money,
Some others are after fame,
But it don't mean milk and honey,
Just cause' people know your name.

Congressman Herzog,
As requested by your committee, here is my report and opinions on case 429# codenamed Marlow
incident. As you will see all evidence indicates..... .

I like fishing from the bank when it's warm at night.
I like seein • my dog eat good.
I do a little work when it feels just right,
But not quite as much as I should.
I think the saddest song I ever heard,
Must have been sung about me.
It· s taken too long for a young man to 1earn
That the good life don't co~e free.

•

Kurt Ridener

Souvenirs
They say this is my last fall
still the leaves need raking
the work feels good -- nature knows
no forced retirement
I gather brittle leaves
gently into piles while
my grandson searches
for the perfect leaf to press.

Donna Dorsey Fox
10

Oh shit Bob, we've been friends too long for me to use this diplomatic pussyfooting stuff. I can't sit
here, talking into this damn IBM computer typewriter like it's you, and try to sound like one of those civil
action lawyers.
So here it is, the straight dope. You can edit this thing however you please.
First off Bob, there was no indication that he would do it. None of the staff could have predicted Marlow
would do this, and you know we've got some of the best psychologists in the country.
None of our tests even hinted at it, none of our observations had shown any abnormal behavior patterns in
the subject .
Even if there were some little indication, remember, we keep files on every man, woman, and child in this
here United States. (This would be a good point if you could mention the fact that we need more funds.)
Bob, we were hard pressed keeping an eye on the people who read out as trouble makers, we didn't have
the time to watch out for wimps like Marlow.
Wait a minute, I'm getting ahead of myself. You wanted the whole story.
OK. His name was Walter Allen Marlow, horned April 1, 1963 in the state of Indiana. Files indicate he
was male, white, and his present age would have been 48.
School psych records on Marlow up through high school indicate he was a quiet kid. All monitoring
showed that Marlow was never into drugs, pot, or any other antisocial behavior. The brat was a wimp.
At least the kid was good in school, graduated thirteenth in his class. Four years later he obtained a BS
degree in plasma physics from Ball State.
After graduating, Marlow received his first behavior study from us. He rated -49 in radical behavior and ..
thinking, and-98 in violent reactions. In other words, Marlow was about as much a national threat as a wet
noodle.
During our study, Marlow got a job at Norwell, Inc. Nothing much, just some mickey mouse assistant job,
but it paid.
About two years after starting at Norwell, Marlow married Margot Fredericks, a waitress at one of those
topless bars. According to our agent in the area, it had to be one of those quicky affairs, if you get my
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meaning?
The two lived quietly in a house Marlow still owes $2,000 on. The couple had two children, one girl and one
boy, and both parents were members of the PTA.
Now, p ychological profiles showed Marlow as quite a boring guy. He was very pacific and flexible
concerning any kind of change in his life. His main interest in life seemed to be making small electronic
gadget in a workshop , set up in his garage. Marlow wa never observed with any kind of revolutionary
groups or persons. All the tests showed Walter Marlow to be an average, hard-working American.
Now Bob, admit it. If you were in charge of Marlow's file, and you read what was above, would you have
given him any kind of significant thought? According to us Marlow was a wimp, and wimps don't do what
Marlow did.
Anyways, my boys have figured out where we went wrong on this, and here's our side.
We think the whole thing started when Marlow was fired from his job. As per requirement, we did a
standard behavior check to see if Marlow would take any retaliatory action against the company.
The tests showed Marlow was up to form, and just as expected, it was just a matter of fact to Marlow which
he couldn't change.
The next thing was when his young girl (Patty Marlow, age 17) died during one of those protest
demonstrations against using dolphins to carry live explosives. (I don't understand those kids. I mean,
we 've sunk more Russik ships than ever and all we lose is a few dolphins.)
You know it was for cases like this one that the center was designed, to determine if any bothersome action
may be taken by Marlow and dealt.with. I mean the government has enough problems already, right Bob?
We did a detailed psych study on him, and he passed like a newborn baby. Didn't affect him in the least.
The third item must have been when the government had to inform Marlow that his son (Lt. Gary Marlow,
age 23) was killed in action in that bush war we're fighting in Africa. (Couldn't even bring the body back
because cannibals got to it before we did.)
This put Marlow on border line areas, close to red. It had been decided by the local agent, as per
procedure, to wait two months and check again to see if the condition had changed.
It was one month before retesting that we discovered that Marlow's wife had run off with some male disco
dancer , leaving him .
Marlow's wife was a major part of his life our tests had shown,, and we were expecting complete red
readings and the need for immediate confinement, perhaps termination.
What really happened we just didn't believe. Marlow tested out normal. We couldn't find anything
wrong with him.
I mean we knew that Marlow was a jellyfish, but this was beyond us.
According to our observations, all that Marlow did was to stay home, like he had for the past several
months, and work in his shop The onlv minor' difference we could find was an increased usage of the
elementary physics section of the city computer library, and an increase of electrical usage at night.
After all !h ~ 0bservations, tests, and studies, no one would have believed what he was planning to do.
None of the tests ever showed any kindofvengance streak in him. We're at a loss to explain it, anyone would
be.
Come on Bob, who the hell would have thought that Marlow would build a hydrogen bomb and blow up the
state of Massachusets?
Since then (you know we've had to work with secondary reports since the center and the previous director
went up with Massachusets) we've been trying to find our mistakes.
Let me ,;ay in nur defense that tht: l 1,u;r•e of this happening was one in a million.
Oh yeah. we have found out why no one has been able to find Marlow anywhere in the United States.
According to our psychological prediction, Marlow was standing right beside the bomb when it went off.

Glass Flowers
Let me give you some shadows of dark glass
And some brittle blue and purple flowers-It is late August, and the green jet stalls;
One crimps, crackles a little as one walks,
Feels the sunburned fingers for their splinters.
The dahlia looks up, a stymied windmill;
The long necks in the garden beds are still:
We pause in the limbo of the limber.
One merely waits for the hawk to come down
And hover like an old rotary fan.
The day is ready for the mix-master,
But what model eats such iridescence,
So sharp, so fierce and final on its stem?
Such a whirr--the stained glass window shatters-
I have a rose and thorn to pick my teeth,
A drop of spit will jewel in the shade.
So much for the bright land of disposals-
Nevertheless, to all enameled flowers
I prefer the glass that tinkle like chimes,
The August evening with its blue vespers-
I know how one missteps and roughly jars
Petals rigid as butterflies encased.
One wanted everything--the clarity,
The florid color blowing from the mouth.

Charles Edward Eaton

J. Matthew Kennedy
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•
justi agin
did you
ever wonder about
them

Belly Laughs

bottom of the heap
kids
like Eugene
the boy
they chunked
rocks at
every night
Pven when he was
in high school

inconsummate
they 'come
running
up Hurstview
early Monday morning

or the girl v.·ith
a last name of
Ommit
theY. always
told her
"you're as ugly as
vomit Ommit''

working at double speed
run
grab a can
dump it
run on

or "Carol the Barrel"

Monday evening I see
them again
still working

nobody's friend but
their own
if they could
stand
themselves

two short Mexican
men in olive
uniforms
run
all day

SherylL.Nelms
I

following the garbage truck
never
quite catching
up

SherylL. Nelms
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The kid sits by his lonesome on a mid-July day so hot everywhere around he's taken refuge in the cool oasis
provided by,a big shade tree.
Out away from the tree isn't much to see. There's the family's sagging vacation cabin and its sunken
sister. the remnants of a tool shed. And surrounding the expanse of sand and tall grasses upon which this
scenario squats lies a horseshoe of pine forest, with a dusty length of dirt road completing the parameter.
Beyond that. a good quarter mile to the next habitation.
'uw here this kid is on vacation. He's up north to Michigan to spend time going fishing, hiking on
concocted adventures. and etcetera---all the fun vacation thrills. So is the kid delighted maybe? Does his
smile beam a giggly happiness?
0.

And ,;ad it is too. The poor damn fool's ruminating. He's thinking, tossing and turning something over
over and over in his skull, straining. Never mind the subject really doesn't warrant all the attention he's
be n giving it---that's a lack of purpose the kid hasn't yet stumbled on. He's gotten himself all tangled up
over a real difficult problem and he's going to solve it, period. End point. He's got to.
Wide Bertha's burden, you see, is a heavy load to have to bear.
So the kid just sits, and he sits, like something retarded. Makes no sense to nobody except him, but
never mind. If he weren't such a little wimp he'd let loose a 'tough bird droppings!', sneering mean---and
show 'em. But no. He just sits, looking stu-pit, thinking. For a sheer something to do this eleven-year-old· s
de-barking twigs and sticks, snapping the wood into shorter lengths. Shedding little hostilities.
All because of Bertha. W - i - d - e Bertha. Poundage extraordinaire.

#
The vacation trip north is a long one and like in years past the kid's parents, tuckered out, had pulled off
the highway into a roadside rest area to catch some sleep. And like normal, the kid was so hyper with
\'acation expectations he couldn't have slept if he tried. So he wac; squirming with boredom on a bench at the
front of the men's/women's fl~sh toilet rest facilities when Bertha came waddling up to slump down beside
him.
,
He couldn't have helped but notice Bertha right off. Near wide as she was tall, Bertha modeled a floral
print tent. And she was breathing hard too, the walk from her car a marathon run, with ea h heaving gasp
for air a death rattle rasp. There was a fleshy sweaty scent---even in the cool of the summer night she
sweated. her flesh a sheen of sequins beneath the bright flourescents illuminating the scene.
It took Bertha quite a while to catch hack her breath, hut once she had she turned to face the kid, her little
pig eyes impaling his own. And she said, "Well hello there," and smiled friendly.
"I:Iello, ·' the kid replied, trying hard not to stare at her heaped pasta physique.
"It sure is nice out tonite. isn't it?"
"lt is nice out tonite."
"You travelling with your parents?"
It was hard for the kid not to stare. thinking whales must envy such allotm<;nts of blubber, be he replied.

"Yeah, we're on vacation."
"I'm off to visit mine. Mother at least. My father's dead. That damn little car of mine, it's so
uncomfortable! They just don't make economy cars for people my size, ha-ha. You don't mind my itting
h re, do you? If I had to sit one more minute in that little bucket seat my ass would scream I Do you mind?''
"Oh no," said the kid, trying so hard not to stare at the vast wasteland of Bertha's abdomen. "Where's
your mom live?"
"A couple hundred miles farther, you wouldn't know the place. I drive in about once a month. Mother's
an invalid now, but we kids have hired nurses to watch after her. It just doesn't seem right putting her in a
Home, you know? Anyways, though, it's good I come see her. Mother'll say 'Bertha,'---that'.s my
name---she'll say 'Bertha, you're a good girl coming to see your momma.' And she'll keep rattling on like
that for hours. Then of course, Mother being Mother, she has to get on the subject of my weight and... "
When suddenly, Bertha. belched.
It was a magnificent expulsion, attaining a near baritone resonance. The sound was followed by a few
moments of silence while Bertha blanched and the kid felt embarressed for her.
Finally Bertha said, quiet, ''Oh no.'' And a beat puppy look came over her pale face. •'No please,'' she
said. "Not now. No."
"What?" the kid asked, concerned.
"I can't believe this. I can't... it's happening again. Oh God why me? Oh God why me?"
The kid began looking around for help. Bertha might be dying or something from the way she was acting.
When---suddenly---he heard a voice. There were no apparedt moving parts. But radiating from Bertha's
belly came a voice:
---"Oh Bertha honey. Yuh knows it's uh-kuzz ah loves yuh. Yuh knows that Bertha darlin'."
The belly was softspo ken and couldn't be heard by the passers-by coming and going from their freshening
up. But from his vantage point the kid could hear clearly. And he was getting a case of the bug eyes.
"Not now," said Bertha. "Please. Please be quiet. Don't I suffer enough?"
---"Complain, complain. Oh bitch-bitch-bitch. What do you have against me Bertha? Huh? I just
thought we'd have ourselves a nice chat."
"Just a chat," sighed Bertha, looking hopeless.
"What? I" said the kid, stanced to sprint, his eyes abulge.
--- •'Oh settle down kid. Cripes.''
"Please," said Bertha, looking to the kid. "It's all right. It's... all right."
--- "There, you see kid? Bertha just loves having people around when I speak up. She thinks it'll
intimidate me, stifle me at least a little. But this time she's all wrong kid. I don't shut up. I speak my piece.''
"Please. Don't," said Bertha.
---"Listen kid, now I know you're a little young, but boy here's your chancel You listen to old belly. I'm
telling you, Bertha here may look like a bean bag chair but is she ever hot for the old whoopsy-whoopl I'm
telling you kid. So what's the say? Bit of the whoopsy-whoop-whoop?"
''Please," said Bertha, "Don't bring him into this. He's just a kid. Don't use him to hurt me. I just sat
down for a pleasant chat-- ''
---''They laughed when she sat down kid. They laughed when she stood up. And they're a'laughin' when
she walk, when she talk. when she jiggle all that bulk. This is one lady who• s got her perpetual motion down
to a science . I'm telling you."
"Alright! I'm fat! So I'm fat. Oh God. Please leave me alone now. Please. This kid and I were having a
pleasant conversation when-- "
--- ''When 1butt in? Is thatwhatyou'retryingto sayplumpo? Fat ass. Say kid, you want me to tell you all
about this broad hog? Why shore yew dew. She's got memories for one thing. Yes she does. She
remembers tying her own shoes and standing on unfallen arches. She like walking without having to do the
Donald Duck. But know what most of all kid? You know what most of all? She liked being a real human
being. Poor girl though. Bertha's just developed this big appetite unfortunately. Lives to eat, Bertha does.
Eats to die. Ain't that so Bertha honey?"
Bertha looked up from her stomach where both she and the kid had been staring to meet his disbelieving
gaze. "I'm so sorry. This doesn't happen often .. .I ... don't you see? I'm possessed by the Devil. He's so
cruel. Don't you see it's the Devil?"
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··- ·'Devil. ker-schmevil. I'm a part of you Bertha. I'm as much a part of the continent of Bertha as your
belly button. The Devil? Christ but that's dumb. Just call me the ghost of calories past Bertha babe. The
crock pot of your sins hath runneth over and this here am the by-product of all that sludge.'·
''The Devil I'' said Bertha.
---''Oh well hell Bertha. You know as well as I do what I am. Dammit broad, you know. I'm your superego
on maximum audio. Your guilt trip to the extreme. The pathos blues are ugly in your soul and you've wound
up with an opinionated gut. Kind of crowded in here though, I've got to admit."
"Please,'' said Bertha.
---"Oh please-please-please. Oh please-please-please-please. Maybe I don't feel like it."
"Please,'' said Bertha.
---"Well if you put it that way. I mean, geez. Maybe I am being overly cruel. What do you think kid,
should I lay off a little?"
"I-- " said the kid.
--·"I mean she does have her good points, Bertha does. Tits the size of golf carts, that's something. And
there's always her heart of gold. Why, you might even say Bertha's a lovely flower waiting to unfold---a
lovely flower bathed in suet."
''See what I have to live with?'' Bertha said to the kid. ''It doesn't happen a lot. It happens, but.. .it won't
leave me in peace. I've prayed to God until I've wept. I've tried to lose 'Yeight, you see, anything to-- ·'
--- "-Great diet Bertha was on. She took a healthy shit."
"I don't eat that much really. My body is prone to gaining weight, you know. I can't help that. I only
eat-- "
---"For sure she eats enough to sink many a battleship. But I can't blame poor Bertha. She gets so
{>

'

hunf!rv."

''Shut up!'' Bertha hissed suddenly, grasping handfuls of her belly and giving the flesh a viscious shake.
"Will you just shut up? Shut up!"
---''Oh so cliche Berth uh! You always do that! And now to feel all better you '11 go off and get something to
eat. Oh I know you Bertha. Soon'sthiskid gets the good sense to get the hell out of here and I finally shut up
you're going to down so much food! Lots and lots. And then afterwards you'll feel terrible and awful and
wait praying I'll keep quiet. Oh I know you Bertha. I know every hair, every organ, every fatty corpuscle.
Every corpuscle of fatty, I do swear.''
"You're a bastard."
---"Please. Really Bertha. In front of the boy."
"Shut up! Oh shutthe hell up! Shut upl" Bertha's face stained blood red, wet with tears, and she began
slamming her meaty fists into the quivering target. "Shut upl Shut up! Shut up!"
---"Shut up? Why Bertha honey. You poor Goddamn masochist. You get off on this. And who am I to
spoil the fun? Huh? That's it. Bruise yourself now. Oh that's a good girl. Too bad you don't have a knife.
You could go out with such a splash. Death of a beachball. A poor Goddamn lonely sick beachball."
"Pleassssse." Bertha kad fistfuls of her hair now, moaning and baring gritted teeth.
--- '•you see what happens kid? Bertha and I have a pleasant chat and what happens? All of a sudden she's
acting like I'm using her heart for a dart board. I swear. I mean, really, you've got to agree. There is nothing
more annoying than a wounded martyr. Nothing."
"Enough!" Bertha shrieked. She leaped up, bawling, running headlong like a maddened rhinoserous to
jump into her car. Tires squealing, she was gone, red eyes on a dark highway.

#
Sitting and thinking, the kid thinks he's seen something poignant. Something terrible. It's an ugliness he
just can't fit right in his brain. His head feels all whopperjawed.
Bugs are buzzing around beneath the ~ee. The tree bark is rough against his back. Looking up through
the leafy crown his eyes water from the pinpoint glares.
He's got a belly himself. Nothing like Bertha's---a fledgling tire, really.
He sits thinking. Thinking and thinking. Until, afraid, he makes a fist and gently raps his knuckles
against his abdomen.
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"Hello?" I ea k • qui t. "H llo?"

Mike Hosier

The Rape of Kampuchina
The girl's name was Kampuchina.
And if anyone had ever asked her age
5hc wuld have said she was seventeen
and they would have believed her
seeing the rough hemp hanging from her scalp
around her cavernous smile
showing a front tooth missing.

Narcissus
The ugly man sat beside the blue pool
Which would not give him the desired reflection-
Only a shadow, dark as a lump of coal.
Where was the handsome boy he heard about?
Had h been charred by life after all,
Looming up like a stump in the water-V re there noth'ng but human torches now
ho ct thems Ives on fire to no avail?
He mu t try again. skimming the thick blue,
Pectin the water for another face-he orld was too cosmetic to have heart:
The blue mask was always centered with black;
He had seen it in the tight-skinned women,
Their leek pretending to give him a face,
Then just this shadow, the old burnt idol,
Not a single original feature left.
o strike another match to the tatters-You have seen men burning beside that blue
As if they cooked another figurine,
The whole life fired out in the open,
Looked over their shoulder as they simmered down-
You may need a good kitchen mitt to take
The brilliant face off just before it burns
And give it living to a water-god.

Charles EdwardEaton
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Thf> girl could have said she was centuries old
and had lived grandly and magnificently
making strange potteries
and wading in leech-thick waters
and dusky green shelves of plants.
Extolling twigs of rice imperial.
But she had forgotten all that
and if someone had asked with sincerity
be would have cackled.
Ye<- . for those days were molded over
like mudded gold invisibly brown
and the empress Kampuchina-well, now she was already senile
too decrepit to be venerable and only seventeen.
Wise as an eggy chicken, and well-worn.
Well-worn
th<' middle-aged men guffawed
over her bowlegged grin and shuffle.,
Been out riding horses?
they leered. Each one thought
he might look for her again that nigh
a delicious orgyfest with a princess
who would be so easy and soft
like raw, yeasty dough.
•
And she would be left no worse
they rationalized, then chuckled
except a little wider with not so much rise.
The first had had a moustache and a black beret
and was inclined to hang on a while
but the princess could still think
and her vague shame was enough
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that he left. But left her weak
after uch a sad miscarriage.
A equence moved in, predators
c;he oon wa alternating days and nights
iggling more a he realized less
increasingly wide-eyed, like innocence.
That very night, one of the street sirs visited
speaking· unintelligible words to her
because he was foreign or she'd forgotten language.
Still, she grinned freely, broadly
sensed surely what the plump hunk wanted
and joined him, vacuously happy
Her consort had brought red wine.
She became infatuated with him for it
,rnd nroduced her finest goblets
of intricately lacquered mud clay
and took a huge swill from hers.
With delight she sloshed the drink around her mouth
until she laughed a fine winemist
painfully through her nose.
But the prince showed no concern
only refilled her deep-red cup.
The princess hurredly, timidly apologized
to which the gentleman replied coarsely
that the wine was cheap
but still with incomprehensible syllables.
Thereupon she took gulp upon gulp
her mouth only able to grimace
though her stomach gurgled of pleasure.
No\\- her bottom lip hung to her chin
like a stiff, useless rag
while her legs twitched in paroxysms of drunken euphoria
and her head beat the floor.
Kampuchina
her skull pounding like an approaching jungle drum
her wild hips thumping ecstatically
her self seperating diverging departing
as her tiny regal nose gushed purple blood
onto her statesman of a lover
was dead .

And o the would-have-been prince
removed for disposal his hopeful suit
of able. bloodstained
in an intricate eastern pattern
quite like Kampuchina's empty cup.
She was thus left peaceful alone.

Joseph Whitmeyer

I Wanna Ride In
An Open Car
I wanna ride in an open car
a cherry-red, 4-speed, bug-eyed Sprite
want hair long enough to whip around
to tease my lips & taunt my ch~eks
I want deep blue sky & hot sun
I'm gonna lay down naked in the desert
the purple-gray, hill-strewn, southern Mohave .
get deep brown skin, go back-to-the-Woman
breathe in crystalline oven-dried air
Gonna be nobody's nothing, only my own

Sharon Wilson

. Her body flushed pink
accented with arterial crimson
the queen of the orient lay laughing
but offered no audible reproach.
Her flesh was rolled
until her mouth pressed against the floor
and not ever her eyes of mirth and wisdom
could remain alive.
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Pre-murder Meditation
How to, when to, silent or loud?
Will the neighbors hear the screaming?
Messy or clean? Can the carpet catch
the bleeding?
A hot comb in the bathtub?
A sterling silver backrub?
Could it end with one loud thump
in the middle of a hump?
Do l? Don't I? Will I or not?
Could 1 put it to her nicely
as I cut her up precisely
into fresh fondue with butter
and then serve her to her mother?
Would her wet hands feel suspicious
with piranha in the dishes?
Is the solution to her dreary bitching
a brand new all electric kitchen?
Should I? Shouldn't I? Will it be my doom?
Should I save it for the ferris wheel
on our second honeymoon?
Or should I charm her ~ith a breakfast
of sweet jellies, toast and tea,
then caress her cooling fingers
as her dead ass meets the sea?
Will her rear-view smile seem half as sweet
when she sees what crawls in her back seat?
Will the magnets in her shoes hang on
long enough to mow the lawn?
Will she? Won't she? What could she be thinking?
Would she even bat an eye
if her pillow started ticking?
Do you think her friends would be amused
to hear her tampon had a fuse?
Can I? Will I? Could the means produce the end?
That she should never have the chance again
to ask me if it's out or in.

Mike Samuelson
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Soft treks across stone steps
Soft treks across stone steps
and plaster cracked mud feels intense
to the barefoot sanctuary bums.
Enjoying scenes in the sightseer speckled woods,
the trinity of angels stumble into
Alester Crowley's butterfly coven.
Angels are witches too and
the trio attempted to raise the card spirits
by releasing them
in the midst of extreme earth power.
A spirit in the form of butterfly
was sent to bless the cards. But first
love was made between the butterfly
and the witch of cards. Kisses on
breast and face with
a landing on her finger
seemed ritualistic for bonding body and spirit.
Side by side with the witch of cards in the middle
and the butterfly spirit perched
a few feet away on textured tree bark,
the christening ceremony begins.
Releasing the plastic packed pictures,
the witch of cards gives unique tones and vibrations
to the deck while thumbing thru
awsome beauty and power
now held in her hands.
As the other witches gaze over a shoulder
at smooth stroking hands
the butterfly floats down and lands
on the cards encasement, and,
with a kiss of baptism whispers
Fold arms into the wind
touch skin
and begin
Touch sky and earth
rebirth
...and the cards came alive.

Mike Thompson
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HillY and the snake doctors
I was sitting by a fallen tree
thinking of pianos
when a dozen demented jello molds
scribbled profanity on my stocking cap.
I ran away
as fast as I could
avoiding the snaps
of silver-plated alligators
hanging from the trees by
their knobby tails.
I tripped on a christmas card
and fell through a hole
down a long dark well.
When I hit bottom
I found myself sitting
in a smaU gray room with
a single light bulb
hanging
from the ceiling.
Sitting across from me
was an ugly little creature
with a pygmy-like body
and a long skinny neck that
was unable to support its huge
its huge bulhous head.
lt tried to speak
but it only gurgled and grunted.
Yellowish foam dribbled from

Tough Luck,
Mr.Fuck

1

•

its contorted ugly mouth
and its eyes were tiny
and set
deep into flabs of
pink -flesh.
It began
to move toward me
dragging its head
like a steel ball
on a chain.
I withdrew farther into the comer
afraid to touch the
hideous creature.
Seeing my fear
it stopped
and once again
laid down.
Its eyes squeezed shut
and water trickled
out of the slits.
I moved closer to the pathetic ogre
and held out my hand.
It reached up
with its sweaty grey mit
and pulled me closer.
It dragged its head up and
spoke in my ear.
It said:
"You shou)d see my automobile."

JoelKatz
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The lining of his nose was raw from pollen and leaf mold; his eyes swollen with stinging sweat, for all the
tears he caused twenty years ago. The naive blonde waitress he pulled into the tall grass; he pro!'lised her a
ring. The lonely divorcees, yes, many; he would move in fast like the realtors who drool over divorce
columns in anticipation of a quick, easy steal. Too many virgins to remember, -he had promised them all
rose-covered stationwagons with woodgrained orgasms, the latest models for the latest lies.
Twenty years ago he had taken them all, cousins and strangers, with his power and charm and brown eyes
and white lies: and wrapped them up into neat little scorecards to boast about in the fraternity house. He was
admired, envied for his cunning, thievinous cock, all the pain he ,had laid to those used fools who begged to
be the one.
Twenty years ago his eyes burned from lust, not all~rgies. Twenty years later the lawn mower takes'a bite
at his foot; he should forget twenty years ago and concentrate on this precious tall grass: Mildred's pride,
her award winning lawn she could not entrust to some crude gardener. Because of Charles, she could gloat
each Wednesday and Saturday afternoon over Bridge and cheeseballs that all her awards were earned by'
hand, through his sweat and her firm guidance, not merely some professional lawn care service.
Twenty years ago he married for wealth and in fear of blackmail: Mildred knew she was the one, for she
ha.d recorded his ultimate sin on film. His devious facade. He was Mr. Sex Appeal, Mr. Sought After, Mr.
Fuck. But she knew, and she followed him, and she photographed the stupid queer in the attic of that
fraternity house after one of his ~ore passionate presentations of his weekly score to the anxious boys.
Mildred could have him now. as Daddy made sure she could have anything she wanted. And she wanted
whatever was most wanted. And twenty·years later, Mildred wanted all the garden awards in California.
Twenty years later, and twenty years from now, Charles mows and mows while Mildred Waters and waters
and the faster he mows the faster she waters. Mildred can afford Grow-Mor, Grow-Lush, Lawn Anew, Grass
F;st, Green Sheen and Vita Lawn and Perf Turf. Charles can afford nothing other than to do as she says or
else risk tarnishing the image he worshipped twenty years ago. And as long as there is life and Spring and
Mildred with her water. there will be Charles pushing tprough flying pollen, scratching and itching the roof
of his mouth, sweat dripping off his nose and into the grass which will grow as soon as he cuts it and he must
cut it as soon as it grows or else she will remind him of his sins and call him 'sissy-puss' and threaten to
degrade his only cherished memori~s of twenty years ago.

Mike Samuelson

Travel Log
Out of town lovers
Move among hotel rooms
Business trips require
Early mornings
Sport fucking
The sky is gray .
With yellow city lights
Like London mists,
L.A. fog.
Snow-gray New York
Good business
No promises

A Trip to Tennessee

The fitst kiss is dry
And exciting
The last one sloppy
The touch of a cheek
For good measure
In the yellow hall
The elevator ticks
Like a clock,
Hums like a razor,
Rattles open
It's colder
But be honest

circut cowboy
they're pretty much all the same
a rodeo here
or on down
the line

I can't
Tulsa or Tucumcari or Eagle Butte
"I'll call you."

(The check is in the mail.)

Joseph G. Webster

the bulls
the broncs
the cowboys
it's alt happened before
I don't watch
much
anymore
just ride 'em
and go

SherglL. Nelms
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I have to hurry. I have to leave in an hour. Hurry. Make the beds. Make sure everything is packed.
Hurry. I told Mom I'd pick her up byS:00 and it's already 4:45. Hurry. If I'm late Mom will think I changed
my mind. Put everything in the car. Give Danny and the kids a quick kiss. Run out the door to the cold car.
I'm off. Hurry. I have to get through Cincinnati before the rush hour. Cars are zooming past me...everyone
is in hurry. Whew! I'm through Cincinnati but, what's that? You're hungry, Mom? Okay, I'll hurry to
Lexington where we always stop. Let's eat quickly, okay? The traffic is getting heavy and we still have a long
way to go. Oh? you told them we would be there by ten? I'll have to rush.
Down I- 75 I speed. I listen to fast music on the radio -- nothing else fits my mood. I pass cars, boats, lakes,
hills ... restaurants and speed signs. I rush, rush, rush because I need to get there.
Finally I make it. I can stop.
I have reached the place my heart calls home. I am in the middle of nowhere in northeastern Tennessee.
This is where I need to be when I am homesick. This is where I go to be rejuvenated.
"Mom, stay here and talk to Mervin." I am going to take a walk with myself.
Down the uneven gravel road I go. The road drops off and straight ahead is a little white church. Nestled
in the valJey, it is a stark contrast to the trees and mountains surrounding it. The church is new; the stone is
smooth, the porch is painted. I liked the old one better. Old ... here it is not relevant. When I look at the
mountains, I think nothing is old compared to those stoic peaks. The old church was really just the 'other'
church. It was made from two train boxcars placed side by side with the middle walls removed. Seats and a
holy rolling preacher were added and a church was made. So long ago.
I tum away from the church and walk up the road to the bridge. The red iron bridge with a wooden floor.
There are boards running lengthwise where the tires of a vehicle fit. One doesn't dare cross the bridge
without the tires on the tracks because the bridge has been known to collapse. How many times have I
walked upon this bridge? How many times have I felt the rusting iron of its sides? How many times have I
shook the one iron cable that came loose many years ago?
I sit down on the bridge, my legs dangling over the edge, and I gaze down upon the river, the stream,
whatever you want to call it. It was always called the 'crick' when I was younger. My mind hears the childish
laughter of days gone by coming from the 'pump hole.' I hear a SPLASH! as someone jumps from the rope
swing I helped hang from a giant sycamore tree at the water's edge. I hear, "Don't push me off the diving
board!'' Is that my voice? The diving board was a weathered 2x8 snatched from a garbage pile and rescued
from a late fall bonfire by two guys who saw its potential as' 'the'' diving board. As I sit here I remember the
water was always cold and very deep. "No one has ever touched bottom!" the locals used to tell us city
slickers.
I look out at the trees that line the crick. It is fall and the leaves have peaked in color. Rich hues of orange,
yellow, red and brown. To my left is a fiery red tree that has always caught my eye, left me breathless as
though I'd seen a fire-breathing dragon. In front of me a small cluster of delicate purple flowers reminds me
of a lost child looking for someone familiar. I drink in the sights and the scents, and the innocence.
I look to the mountains. I bathe in their grandeur, their peace and strength. They are so sturdy, so
permanent, so ominous. Yet as I look at them, I recall, ''If you have the faith of a mustard seed, you can move
mountains ... '
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As I leave the bridge, I shake the loose iron cable and peer at the crick through the rotting floor boards. I
walk up the gravel road past a rickety old hou e and rickety old man on its porch. He stares at me, then nods
hi head a if to dismi s me, and o I continue.
Up the road to the railroad track I go. I always walk on the ties outside the track in ca ea train come . The
ti s seem clo er together now (or are they?) and it is easy to walk on them. I do not have stretch my legs to
r ach the next ties anymore. Step ... step ... step, step, step ... like tepping to the beat of a long forgotten
song.
I walk up the track to the holler. Here is another rickety old house that almost seems to be part of the
mountain. I turn toward the house and I see a little girl skipping up to the porch. She says, "Hi Petiet
Where's Grandma? In the house? Okay." She skips through the first room, then the second. In the third
room she stops. She sees her Grandma. "Hi Grandma.. .! love you! Grandma? Mommy, why is Grandma
lying in that funny looking box?" Dead? No, that can't be, she's my grandma.
Little girl, come back to me, we have to go. You are me and I need you.
I walk back down the tracks. Step, step ... step... step. Another song, anotl)er time.
Hi, Mom. I'm back. Where have I been? Nowhere. Nowhere, just a half a mile to the holler and twenty
years back.

Mary Messer-Copeland

Red Robins and Clay Pigeons
At the Trapshoot, 1980

I

It was of a bird in springtime.
There is irony in that.
Is that why you gave it to me
On that last day in August?
The old thieves saw it and envied me,
And I felt lucky for my youth.
You t:ame in the back door.
I saw it in your hand.
You said you wanted tarter sauce,
But all was put away or stolen.
I said that I would get you some,
But I didn't know how or where.
At last I asked the old thieves
One for mayonnaise, one for relish.
I mixed it up like paint,
And gave it to you in a bowl.
Then you gave me a painting of a bird in Spring
And I knew that was why you'd come.

pelican
white wings stretched
she floats ·
low

I wonder why you gave it to me.
There were other young men about.
I saw you watch me working.
Dorothy told me you said I was cute.
Perhaps I looked like your son,
Or perhaps you never had a son.

through the space between water and sky
black feathers
at her wing
tips
finger the air
hold momentarily
before she
drops
to the water below

Dorothy bought a pretty one.
A still life for 400 dollars.
Mine was much smaller.
It had no fancy frame.
The old thieves only looked at mine.
And there was no comparison.

where the fishing
looks
best

Kurt Ridener

SherylL. Nelms
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A Lifetime Pas
Cities
distortions of truths, obsolete
warping the mirrors of time
reflecting the infinite
disguising falsehoods, age-old
heraldic,
the frozen masks
of beautious death,
binding the present
witl_i thoughts
like labyrinthian monoliths
of anthracite
like restless roving images
like cities
in the sky . . .
the magic never manifest
like the dark prophecies
of doom,
power, inchoate, scattered
like the eeds of a dream
products of man's vanities,
children of a lesser god,
divorced from reality
but never wedded to illusion
suspencl_ed forever between
like cities never finished
neither legacies
.
nor rums --

(hrolyn Blakelock

I am too young for this to happen to me I did Pot think this would happen so soon, but it is happening and I
am powerless to stop it. My body is demanding that I give in to the pull it feels. but I am not ready to do that
yet.
I think back to my childhood. I remember the nighttime games and all the good places to hide: behind the
big leafy bush next to the house; beside the low. trimmed hedge along the driveway; or in the musky storage
shed if one was not too afraid. I remember the scary stories told in the moonlight and how I would squeal in
all the right places. I remember my first day at school. I stood up when everyone else was sitting. I laughed
when others where quiet. And I ran all the way home when the school bell rang.
I think back to my first dance. I was so afraid no one would ask me to dance. The music was loud and
echoed off the smooth walls of the gymnasium. My dress was second-hand and outdated, but it did not
matter at the time. I felt too alive, too beautiful, too grown-up to let it bother me. The band played song after
song and couples glided and hopped around the floor. The evening was over . hortly except for the last song
and as I danced I hoped that the night would never end.
I remember the time and place I first fell in love. It was autumn and the leaves were just beginning to
change color. The air was slightly chilly and it smelled of anticipation. My.heart would pound at the sight of
him walking toward me and I would float when he spoke my name. We were sure it would never end.
I remember summer vacations at the lake. The water was so clear and reflected the blue of the sky so
perfectly. The surface was dotted with the colorful sails of countless boats. The waves lapping the shore
seemed to say "Enjoy me now for soon it wi11 be time to go."
I remember high school graduation. I marched with my head held slightly aloof as they an ounced my
name and presented my diploma to me. But as they put it in my hand, my overwhelming thought wa , ·' his
is it. You have worked twelve long years for this. Now, it is over.''
I remember the first time I saw my husband-to-be. He was sitting in a restaurant smoking a cigarette and
carrying on an intense conversation with the man next to him. He turned to look at me and smiled -- a silly
little half-crooked smile -- and I became a woman in love. My childhood was over.
I remember the birth of my children. When my daughter was born after hours of soul-tearing pain I looked
at her and thought, "This is perfection.'' When my son ~as born, I looked at his tiny wrinkled body, and I
heard his angry cries and I knew that I had reached the peak of ecstacy in my life. I thought the happiness
would last forever.
Now, I look at the room in which I lie. The hospital bed is clean with crisp, white sheets. Past the
non-descript yellowing curtains I see the sun setting. The rays of red and gold highlight the sky. Hanging on
the wall is a clock with its second hand creeping around its face. Second after second passes when suddenly a
minute, a lifetime, is gone.
And I see you. You look the same as you did when I first met you. Your hair is still dark and wavy; your
face is still the face I fell in love with. Your smile, when last I saw you smile, was still the same boyish grin I
saw when we first met. Your eyes are still crystal blue and now they speak to me the words you cannot say.
They speak of your fear, your desire, your need for me. They say you know that I must leave you. They speak
of regret for lost moments and of dreams left undone. Most of all, they speak of love, love for the moments
we have shared, love for our children, love for a lifetime. We thought it would nev'er end.

Mary Messer-Copeland
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